Leopard
The leopard embodies elegant perfection in combination with highest
performance
and
precision.
He
announces a time of change and uses
his strength to overcome obstacles and
successfully break new ground.
His stamina and outstanding skills make
him the ideal godfather for our highperformance touchpanels.

The range of touchpanels extends from the small 7“device to the 22“ display. For every
project you will find the right panel with the required performance and operating system. It
does not matter whether you prefer Windows or Android for your visualization projects. DIVUS offers you elegant and wall-mounted touch panels for your individual wishes and ideas.
An advantage of permanently installed touch panels: they are always powered up, are always traceable and reliably on hand whenever they are needed.
In addition, DIVUS touch panels are not designed exclusively for building control, they are
rather multi-function panels for controlling the building functions, are intercom indoor stations, IP CAM Viewer, Multiroom Control Center and much more.
The elegant panels stay discreetly in the background. No matter whether you opt for the
white or black version in landscape or portrait format.
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TOUCHPANEL

Everything under control

For every application

DIVUS Touchpanel

For private or professional use

In our product portfolio, you will find the right solution for your home
or working area. From touch panels for building automation, door intercom systems and the complete system KNX CONTROL you will find
the right solution for your needs and requirements.

DIVUS stands for Aesthetics & Design, Control, Security and Simplicity!
A DIVUS wall-mounted touch panel expresses your personal style.
Whether it is an elegant, restrained or stylishly eye-catching decorative
frame, you’ll be sure to find a solution that suits your tastes. It is not
only the way touch panels look that is so impressive, but also their performance and functionality. Regardless of whether your DIVUS touch
panel is designed for use in an apartment, single-family/multi-family

dwelling, townhouse or villa, you can count on finding a model that
delivers optimal performance.
The other major use to which DIVUS building panels can be put is
in the commercial domain, i.e. hotels, offices, medical practices,
stores, spas, health clubs, bars/restaurants, warehouses, factories,
reception areas, and cruise ships (cabins and public areas).
Efficient, small operating units can also control complex office building. In such settings, our touch panels can also be used, apart from
the building automation control, to display product presentations
and/or surveillance camera images (e.g. in high-end stores), and as
guidance system.

DIVUS TOUCHZONE 15

DIVUS LAUNCHER

DIVUS panels are timeless and of the highest quality. They fit into
any environment and visualize your building with DIVUS OPTIMA in an
elegant and intuitive way. You will surely find the right panel for every
project. The product range extends from the small 7“ up to the 22”
device. DIVUS touch panels also provide the necessary performance
and design for your visualization project.
But why should you opt for a wall mounted touch panel?

and relevant building functions must be realized by means of a failsafe and stable DIVUS touch panel, which has been developed for
continuous operation and can not be misplaced, forgotten or lost.
Touch panels manage and control the functions of your home, without neglecting any safety-relevant requirements. Protected functions
such as turning on/off of the alarm system or the opening of the
entrance door must not - especially not exclusively - be handled by
mobile devices with the risk of getting into the hands of strangers.

„Smart-Devices“, such as smartphones or tablets are an comfortable
extension of a building visualization. However, access to important

„Wall-mounted touch panels represent SECURITY, RELIABILITY and
continuous AVAILABILITY.“

DIVUS VIDEOPHONE

DIVUS OPTIMA

DIVUS TOUCHZONE 7

4
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New quality of life

Security & Future

Feel at home

Always a good feeling

Times are changing. And security, control and monitoring of the home
is getting more and more important in order to sleep peacefully and
enjoy holidays far away from home. Since prevention is the best protection for the whole family and the house, DIVUS offers the integration
of alarm systems, fire alarm systems and video systems.
When you grow older and slow down a bit, an intelligent building makes your life easier.
A smart home supports the people in all aspects of life and makes

everyday life easier. Our credo is: „Technology should serve a person,
not vice versa!“
A simple and intuitive operation, understandable control functions
and variable-sized input objects support the needs of each generation. In order to be able to remain independent even in old age, the
intelligent home serves not only as a helper, but also as a watchdog
in an emergency. In unusual situations, warnings and alarms can be
automatically sent to defined organizations or family members to detect and avert dangerous or unwanted conditions at an early stage.

DIVUS SUPERIO 15

DIVUS CIRCLE Small

A smart home means sustainable system security, innovation and
future-proof investment. These are the best prerequisites for increasing quality of life, flexibility and safety. Therefore, intelligent
building technology should now be an integral part of every electrical installation.
A smart electrical installation makes the life easier and saves time for
important things. With a simple fingertip, you can close all windows,
close the shutters, turn off all the lights and turn on the alarm system
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within a few seconds. This is just one of many scenarios that can be
programmed. The building is adapted to the individual needs of the
residents and turns into a place of well-being for the whole family.

DIVUS CIRCLE

DIVUS DIVUS offers you the right technology for your needs. DIVUS
KNX CONTROL is a system for building visualization, which enhances
the comfort and value of your property. It can be operated by anyone,
whether young or old, everyone can handle it.
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Energy efficiency

Entertainment

Saving energy made easy

Exactly as you like it ...

Start well informed in a successful day. With a DIVUS touch panel,
you are always up-to-date with RSS feeds, exchange dates, sports
results, the latest weather reports and many other relevant information.
For a perfect entertainment you can integrate a multiroom audio

system into your building automation system. With a DIVUS touch
panel, you have access to your music library all over the house. Play
different music in different rooms at the same time, or the same music in all rooms. Wake up with your favourite song in the bedroom,
drink a coffee listening to the radio news in the kitchen and take a
bath listening to your „chill-out“ play list.

DIVUS TOUCHZONE 15

Saving resources is a good thing not only for the environment, but
also for your pocketbook. Carbon emissions can be reduced by up
to 20 percent through the use of intelligent building technologies,
which operate in intelligent homes without sacrificing comfort or
making energy saving a nagging concern.
DIVUS provides an energy management system, which independently controls the intelligent home through a variety of sensors. The
energy consumption of heating, cooling, shading, lighting, ventilation and power supplies is optimized by logical operations, therefore
the energy costs can be dramatically reduced. The indoor climate
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constantly adapts to the needs of the residents while reducing the
energy consumption and increasing the well-being considerably.
Increasing numbers of functions are bundled and components are
subject to overarching control systems in that window contacts are
integrated in the heating control system. The nominal temperature
is reduced at night or when the building is unoccupied, thus saving
energy. Room lighting and temperature are automatically adjusted
as weather conditions change. This means that not only is light intensity adjusted, but also color harmony is varied according to the
time of day and personal perceptions, thus providing particularly
comfortable living room lighting.
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The Synergy Touch

Display 17,8 cm (7“) - 25,7 cm (10“) - 39,6 cm (15“) - 47 cm (19“)

DIVUS TOUCHZONE is the product innovation for more comfort and
security in every smart building.

The new Launcher overcomes by its soft round lines. The built-in
clock widget gives the user even more customization options.

DIVUS TOUCHZONE has undergone a redesign. Design as well as
function has been reconsidered and renewed. The elegant and restrained design of the DIVUS TOUCHZONE is anything but obtrusive, a
characteristic that surely endears the device to the hearts of architects
and interior designers. The frame is filigree and elegant. The round
home button is based on the new launcher design.

DIVUS TOUCHZONE is a:
•
glass multi-touch panel for an intuitive handling in residential and
commercial buildings
•
dedicated screen for controlling temperature, lighting, shading
and more
•
home-audio control panel
•
an elegant interior intercom station
•
control panel for energy and security management of the building
•
artwork for the wall - Made in Italy
•
call system for office, surgery, conference room...

It can be installed in portrait or landscape format. The panel hangs like
floating on the wall, with a 3mm thick glass (black or white) protruding
from the wall.
The inner values of DIVUS TOUCHZONE are also impressive: it is full
of great performance and new features that only become apparent
at second glance.
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DIVUS TOUCHZONE enables to implement your ideas and visions with
Android.
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Apps for DIVUS TOUCHZONE
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With DIVUS OPTIMA, you connect the mobile
world with your home. You can easily control
and manage your smart home with a tablet or
smartphone. The app works as a client software,

which connects your DIVUS KNX CONTROL device
and gives access to your KNX system.

With DIVUS VIDEOPHONE you can bring your
building‘s intercom on your smartphone/ tablet.
Receive door calls on the go and conveniently on

your smartdevice. See who is standing in front of
your door, talk to your guest and press the door
opener, everything comfortable and mobile.

With DIVUS WORLD you can bring the DIVUS
catalogs to life! Start the app and scan the catalog
pages marked with the „DIVUS WORLD“ icon. And

you will discover the world of DIVUS with exciting
videos and tutorials. Enjoy it on- and offline!

All apps on this page are specially designed for
DIVUS TOUCHZONE. They make everyday life in
Smarthome easier and more comfortable.

The DIVUS LAUNCHER app is the main app of DIVUS
TOUCHZONE and can be understood as start screen
/ main graphical interface of the product. The DIVUS

LAUNCHER app shows a simple grid of 6 fields
that permit a quick access to the most important
functions / apps.

DIVUS KIBRO is the perfect application for everyone
that wants to visualize web contents in full screen
mode. Actually it is a small kiosk browser app,
which provides a set of options for configuration.

Special about DIVUS KIBRO is the integrated cache
management.

Mit dem DIVUS MÜLLPLANER vergessen Sie nie wieder den Müll rechtzeitig vor Ihr Haus zu stellen. Die
App gibt Ihnen die Möglichkeit einfach und intuitiv den

Überblick über die wichtigsten Termine zu behalten.
Dank der Erinnerungsfunktion entgeht Ihnen in Zukunft kein Termin mehr.

With the DIVUS IP CAM VIEWER you always know
what is happening in and outside your building. The
app allows easy access to your installed IP cameras.

Additionally, screenshots can be made and saved in
a simple way.

The app DIVUS SCREENCLEANER disables the
touch function of the display for 30 seconds. At the
same time a small „animation“ and a countdown

is displayed, during which time the glass front
of the touch panel can be cleaned without risk of
unintentional operation.
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A house with DIVUS

COMPUTER / SERVER

MULTIROOM

TABLET / SMARTPHONE

INTERNET / IOT

BEDROOM

LIVING ROOM

ENTRANCE
CIRCLE SMALL

KITCHEN

SECURITY

MAIN ENTRANCE
DIVUS CIRCLE

KNX SERVER

INTERCOM

FIREWALL
PROTECTED

RESIDENTIAL

FIREWALL
PROTECTED
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INTERCOM
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Technical specifications
The Synergy Touch

TOUCHZONE

Product

DIVUS TOUCHZONE 7

Article no

TZ07-B; TZ07-W

TZ10-B; TZ10-W

Description

Building touch panel for visualisation purposes with 17,8cm / 7”
multitouch display and capacitive touch screen;
Resolution (in Pixel): WSVGA 1024x600;
Android operating system;
With integrated speaker and microphone in the front; with proximity
and brightness senor
Free DIVUS OPTIMA, DIVUS VIDEOPHONE, DIVUS KIBRO, DIVUS IP
CAM VIEWER and DIVUS SCREENCLEANER apps included;
Design glass black or white (ultra-clearglas);
Including front design aluminium cover.

Building touch panel for visualisation purposes with 25,6 cm / 10” multitouch display and capacitive touch screen;
Resolution (in Pixel): WSVGA 1024x600;
Android operating system;
With integrated speaker and microphone in the front; with proximity and
brightness senor*
Free DIVUS OPTIMA, DIVUS VIDEOPHONE, DIVUS KIBRO, DIVUS IP CAM
VIEWER and DIVUS SCREENCLEANER apps included;
Design glass black or white (clearglas);
Including front design aluminium cover.

Outside with frame CTZ

136 x 213

288 x 200

129 x 210 x 75

281 x 189 x 80

Cut-Out

129 x 210 x 75

281 x 189 x 80

Fixing kit

190 x 210 x 75

287 x 189 x 80

In wall mount box
In mortarless mount kit

DIVUS TOUCHZONE 10

Display 17,8 cm (7“) - 25,7 cm (10“) - 39,6 cm (15“) - 47 cm (19“)

Product

DIVUS TOUCHZONE 15

Article no

TZ15-B; TZ15-W

TZ19-B; TZ19-W

Description

Building touch panel for visualisation purposes with 39,6 cm / 15,6”
multitouch display and capacitive touch screen;
Resolution (in Pixel): WXGA 1366x768;
Android operating system;
With integrated speaker and microphone in the front; with proximity
and brightness senor*
Free DIVUS OPTIMA, DIVUS VIDEOPHONE, DIVUS KIBRO, DIVUS IP
CAM VIEWER and DIVUS SCREENCLEANER apps included;
Design glass black or white (clearglas);
Including front design aluminium cover

Building touch panel for visualisation purposes with 47,0 cm / 18,5” multitouch display and capacitive touch screen;
Resolution (in Pixel): WXGA 1366x768;
Android operating system;
With integrated speaker and microphone in the front; with proximity and
brightness senor*
Free DIVUS OPTIMA, DIVUS VIDEOPHONE, DIVUS KIBRO, DIVUS IP CAM
VIEWER and DIVUS SCREENCLEANER apps included;
Design glass black or white (ultra-clearglas)
including front design aluminium cover

Outside with frame CTZ

435 x 306

515 x 345

428 x 291 x 80

507 x 330 x 80

Cut-Out

428 x 291 x 80

507 x 330 x 80

Fixing kit

434 x 291 x 80

507 x 330 x 80

In wall mount box
In mortarless mount kit

TZ07

76

TZ10

TZ15

TZ19

DIVUS TOUCHZONE 19

* from Q3/2018
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Technical specifications
Extends your options!

SUPERIO

Product

DIVUS SUPERIO 15

DIVUS SUPERIO 19

Article no

DSK15-2-B; DSK15-2-W

DSK19-1-B; DSK19-1-W

Description

Capacitive glass touch; black or white (clearglas) border;
Embedded wall mount touch panel with projected capacitive touch
screen; Resolution (in pixel): 1920x1080 Full-HD;
Widescreen LED backlight display 39,6 cm / 15,6”; RAM 4 GB; flash
drive 60 GB; With integrated speaker and microphone in the front;
Free VIDEOPHONE software included; 100-240 VAC;
INTEL Core i5 CPU; Windows 10 IoT MUI;
This product is provided with the natural alu frames (FSK 15-N)

Capacitive glass touch; black or white (ultra-clearglas) border;
Embedded wall mount touch panel with projected capacitive touch screen;
Resolution (in pixel): 1366x768 Full-HD; Widescreen LED backlight display
47 cm / 18,5”; RAM 4 GB; flash drive 16GB; With integrated speaker and
microphone in the front; Free VIDEOPHONE software included; 100-240
VAC;
INTEL Atom N2800 1,86 GHz CPU;
Windows Embedded Standard 7 MUI;
This product is provided with the natural alu frames (FSK 19-N)

Outside with frame FSK

Product

DIVUS SUPERIO 10

DIVUS SUPERIO 15

Article no

DSK10-B; DSK10-W

DSK15-1-B; DSK15-1-W

Description

Capacitive glass touch; black or white (clearglas) border;
Embedded wall mount touch panel with projected capacitive touch
screen; Widescreen LED backlight display 25,7 cm / 10,1”; Resolution
(in Pixel): WSVGA 1024x600; RAM 4 GB; flash drive 16GB; With
integrated speaker and microphone in the front; Free VIDEOPHONE
software included; 100-240 VAC;
INTEL Celeron N2930, Quad-Core 1,83 GHz CPU;
Windows Embedded Standard 7 MUI;
This product is provided with the natural alu frames (FSK 10-N)

Capacitive glass touch; black or white (clearglas) border;
Embedded wall mount touch panel with projected capacitive touch screen;
Resolution (in Pixel): WXGA 1366x768; Widescreen LED backlight display
39,6 cm / 15,6”; RAM 4 GB; flash drive 16GB;
With integrated speaker and microphone in the front;
Free VIDEOPHONE software included; 100-240 VAC;
INTEL Atom N2800 1,86 GHz CPU;
Windows Embedded Standard 7 MUI;
This product is provided with the natural alu frames (FSK 15-N)

Outside with frame FSK
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510 x 306

600 x 345

In wall mount box

MS

492 x 288 x 80

582 x 327 x 80

In mortarless mount kit

MSxxT

492 x 288 x 80

582 x 327 x 80

In mortarless mount kit
flush mount

MSxxW

506 x 302 x 90

596 x 341 x 90

Product

DIVUS SUPERIO 19

Article no

DSK19-2-B; DSK19-2-W

Description

Capacitive glass touch; black or white (ultra-clearglas) border;
Embedded wall mount touch panel with projected capacitive touch screen;
Resolution (in pixel): 1920x1080 Full-HD;
Widescreen LED backlight display 47 cm / 18,5”; RAM 4 GB; flash drive
60 GB; With integrated speaker and microphone in the front;
Free VIDEOPHONE software included; 100-240 VAC;
INTEL Core i5 CPU; Windows 10 IoT MUI;
This product is provided with the natural alu frames (FSK 19-N)

333 x 200

510 x 306

In wall mount box

MS

315 x 182 x 80

492 x 288 x 80

In wall mount box

MS

In mortarless mount kit

MSxxT

315 x 182 x 80

492 x 288 x 80

In mortarless mount kit

MSxxT

582 x 327 x 80

In mortarless mount kit
flush mount

MSxxW

328 x 196 x 90

506 x 302 x 90

In mortarless mount kit
flush mount

MSxxW

596 x 341 x 90

Outside with frame FSK

600 x 345
MS: 582 x 327 x 80
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Technical specifications
Touch me!

MIRROR

Product

DIVUS MIRROR 15

Article no

DM15-3

DM15-3-M

Description

Embedded touch panel with projected capacitive touchscreen;
38,1 cm / 15”; LED backlight;
Resolution (in Pixel): XGA 1024x768;
RAM 4 GB; flash drive 60 GB; 90-260 VAC;
Intel Celeron quad core processor up to 2,42 GHz;
Windows 10 IoT MUI

Embedded touch panel with projected capacitive touchscreen;
38,1 cm / 15”; LED backlight; Resolution (in Pixel): XGA 1024x768;
RAM 4 GB; flash drive 60 GB; 90-260 VAC; Intel Celeron quad core processor up to 2,42 GHz; Windows 10 IoT MUI;
With integrated speaker and microphone in the front;
Free VIDEOPHONE software included

Outside with Frame
In wall mount box

425 x 365 x 25
Cut-Out
Required space: MMxx
Cut-Out
Required space: MMxxT

In mortarless mount kit

DIVUS MIRROR 15

Cut-Out
Required space: MMxxF
Cut-Out
Required space: MMxxC

425 x 365 x 25

399 x 336

399 x 336

399 x 336 x 90

399 x 336 x 90

370 x 310

370 x 310

430 x 365 x 90

430 x 365 x 90

417 x 354

417 x 354

417 x 354 x 90

417 x 354 x 90

432 x 352

432 x 352

432 x 352 x 90

432 x 352 x 90

DISPLAY 38,1 CM (15“) - 48,3 CM (19“)

Mirror sizes
800 mm

700 mm

C-

”

15

5”

m

P
MIRROR
15
ch

4m

5,0

38

-1

C-

uc
To

DIVUS MIRROR 19

Article no

DM19-3

DM19-3-M

Description

Embedded touch panel with projected capacitive touchscreen;
48,3 cm / 19”; LED backlight;
Resolution (in Pixel): SXGA 1280x1024;
RAM 4 GB; flash drive 60 GB; 90-260 VAC;
Intel Celeron quad core processor up to 2,42 GHz;
Windows 10 IoT MUI

Embedded touch panel with projected capacitive touchscreen;
48,3 cm / 19”; LED backlight; Resolution (in Pixel): SXGA 1280x1024;
RAM 4 GB; flash drive 60 GB; 90-260 VAC; Intel Celeron quad core processor up to 2,42 GHz; Windows 10 IoT MUI;
With integrated speaker and microphone in the front;
Free VIDEOPHONE software included

”

19

P
MIRROR
19
h-

u
To

Product

307,6 x 231,6 mm

497 mm

1
C-

P 15
MIRROR
hc

u
To

435 mm

5”

1700 mm

362 mm

1700 mm

425mm

Outside with Frame

9”

-1

PC 19
MIRROR
hc

u
To

In wall mount box

497 x 435 x 25
Cut-Out
Required space: MMxx
Cut-Out
Required space: MMxxT

800 mm

In mortarless mount kit
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5”

-1

PC 15
MIRROR
hc

u
To

435 mm

362 mm

700 mm
C-

”

19

-P 19
MIRROR
ch
u
To

307,6 x 231,6 mm

DIVUS MIRROR 19

Cut-Out
Required space: MMxxF
Cut-Out
Required space: MMxxC

497 x 435 x 25

472 x 410

472 x 410

472 x 410 x 90

472 x 410 x 90

445 x 380

445 x 380

500 x 435 x 90

500 x 435 x 90

489 x 427

489 x 427

489 x 427 x 90

489 x 427 x 90

504 x 425

504 x 425

504 x 425 x 90

504 x 425 x 90
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Technical specifications
Fits always!

DOMUS

Product

DIVUS DOMUS 15

Article no

DD15-2-M

DD15-3-M

Description

Embedded touch panel with resistive touchscreen; 38,1 cm / 15”; LED
backlight; Resolution (in Pixel): XGA 1024x768; RAM 2 GB; flash drive
60 GB; 90-260 VAC; Intel Celeron quad core processor up to 2,42
GHz; Windows Embedded Standard 7 MUI;
With integrated speaker and microphone in the front;
Free VIDEOPHONE software included

Embedded touch panel with resistive touchscreen; 38,1 cm / 15”; LED
backlight; Resolution (in Pixel): XGA 1024x768; RAM 4 GB; flash drive
60 GB; 90-260 VAC; Intel Celeron quad core processor up to 2,42 GHz;
Windows 10 IoT MUI;
With integrated speaker and microphone in the front;
Free VIDEOPHONE software included

Outside with Frame
In wall mount box

425 x 365 x 25
Cut-Out
Required space: MUxx
Cut-Out
Required space: MUxxT

In mortarless mount kit

DIVUS DOMUS 15

Cut-Out
Required space: MUxxF
Cut-Out
Required space: MUxxC

425 x 365 x 25

399 x 336

399 x 336

399 x 336 x 90

399 x 336 x 90

370 x 310

370 x 310

430 x 365 x 90

430 x 365 x 90

417 x 354

417 x 354

417 x 354 x 90

417 x 354 x 90

432 x 352

432 x 352

432 x 352 x 90

432 x 352 x 90

Display 30,5 cm (10“) - 38,1 cm (15“) - 48,3 cm (19“)

Product

DIVUS DOMUS 10

DIVUS DOMUS 10

Article no

DD10-2-M

DD10-3-M

Description

Embedded touch panel with resistive touchscreen;
26,4 cm / 10,4” (1024x768); LED backlight;
Resolution (in Pixel): XGA 1024x768;
RAM 2 GB; flash drive 60 GB; 90-260 VAC;
Intel Celeron quad core processor up to 2,42 GHz;
Windows Embedded Standard 7 MUI;
With integrated speaker and microphone in the front;
Free VIDEOPHONE software included.

Embedded touch panel with resistive touchscreen;
26,4 cm / 10,4”; LED backlight;
Resolution (in Pixel): XGA 1024x768;
RAM 4 GB; flash drive 60 GB; 90-260 VAC
Intel Celeron quad core processor up to 2,42 GHz
Windows 10 IoT MUI;
With integrated speaker and microphone in the front;
Free VIDEOPHONE software included.

Outside with Frame
In wall mount box

In mortarless mount kit
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Cut-Out
Required space: MUxx
Cut-Out
Required space: MUxxT

Product

DIVUS DOMUS 19

Article no

DD19-2-M

DD19-3-M

Description

Embedded touch panel with resistive touchscreen; 48,3 cm / 19”; LED
backlight; Resolution (in Pixel): SXGA 1280x1024;
RAM 2 GB; flash drive 60 GB; 90-260 VAC; Intel Celeron quad core
processor up to 2,42 GHz; Windows Embedded Standard 7 MUI; With
integrated speaker and microphone in the front;
Free VIDEOPHONE software included

Embedded touch panel with resistive touchscreen; 48,3 cm / 19”; LED
backlight; Resolution (in Pixel): SXGA 1280x1024; AM 4 GB; flash drive
60 GB; 90-260 VAC; Intel Celeron quad core processor up to 2,42 GHz;
Windows 10 IoT MUI;
With integrated speaker and microphone in the front;
Free VIDEOPHONE software included

Outside with Frame
In wall mount box

497 x 435 x 25
Cut-Out
Required space: MUxx
Cut-Out

340 x 285 x 20

340 x 285 x 20

313 x 258

313 x 258

313 x 258 x 80

313 x 258 x 80

285 x 230

285 x 230

240 x 285 x 80

240 x 285 x 80

Required space: MUxxT

In mortarless mount kit

DIVUS DOMUS 19

Cut-Out
Required space: MMxxF
Cut-Out
Required space: MUxxC

497 x 435 x 25

472 x 410

472 x 410

472 x 410 x 90

472 x 410 x 90

445 x 380

445 x 380

500 x 435 x 90

500 x 435 x 90

489 x 427

489 x 427

489 x 427 x 90

489 x 427 x 90

504 x 425

504 x 425

504 x 425 x 90

504 x 425 x 90
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Technical specifications
Elegant design meets technology

DIVA

Product

DIVUS DIVA 22

Article no

DIVA PC

Description

Ultra compact embedded touch panel;
Monocoque body shaped from a single block of aluminium;
Resistive window touch; 54,6 cm / 21,5”
Resolution (in Pixel): FULL HD 1920x1080;
LED backlight Display;
RAM 4 GB;
Flash drive 60 GB;
With integrated speaker and microphone in the front;
Free VIDEOPHONE software included;
100-240 VAC;
INTEL Celeron N2930, Quad-Core 1,83 GHz CPU;
Windows 10 IoT MUI

Outside with Frame

553 x 368 x 43,5

Plus docking socket
In mortarless mount kit

200 x 200 x 20
Cut-Out

632 x 447 x 144
plus plaster guide 15 mm

DISPLAY 55 CM (22“)
84
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Touch panels for each application

TZ07 – TZ10 – TZ15 – TZ19

DS10 – DS15 – DS19

DM15 – DM19

DD10 – DD15 – DD19

DIVA22

DH10 – DH15

Intercom & apps
NE

W

Building Control, Visualisation & Network
NE

DIVUS GmbH . Headquarters . Pillhof 51 . I-39057 Eppan (Italy) . Tel. +39 0471 633 662 . Fax. +39 0471 631 829
DIVUS Germany . Leinfelder Str. 64 . D-70771 Leinfelden-Echterdingen . Tel. +49 (0)711 5087 5923
info@divus.eu . www.divus.eu
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